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Learning to Program with MATLAB: Building GUI ToolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	To learn how to program a computer in a modern language with serious graphical capabilities,

	is to take hold of a tool of remarkable flexibility that has the power to provide

	profound insight. This text is primarily aimed at being a first course in programming, and

	is oriented toward integration with science, mathematics, and...
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Vector Analysis for Computer GraphicsSpringer, 2007
Vector analysis is relatively young in the history of mathematics, however, in the short period of its existence it has become a powerful and central tool in describing and solving a wide range of geometric problems, many, of which, arise in computer graphics. These may be in the form of describing lines, surfaces and volumes, which may touch,...
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Flash Professional CS5 Advanced for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Flash is one of the most pervasive technologies
	on the Web, delivering interactive
	and immersive multimedia. Leading corporate
	Web sites use its streamlined graphics
	to communicate their brands, major motion
	picture studios promote theatrical releases
	with Flash video, and online news and educational
	sites provide rich user...
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Learning with Kernels: Support Vector Machines, Regularization, Optimization, and BeyondMIT Press, 2001
In the 1990s, a new type of learning algorithm was developed, based on results from statistical learning theory: the Support Vector Machine (SVM). This gave rise to a new class of theoretically elegant learning machines that use a central concept of SVMs—-kernels--for a number of learning tasks. Kernel machines provide a modular framework...
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CorelDRAW 12: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Create compelling graphics and vector animations for print and the Web using  CorelDRAW 12. Inside this Corel-approved guide, expert author Steve Bain teaches  you how to take full advantage of all the unique features this powerful  application has to offer. You’ll learn to draw shapes, work with text, add color  and effects, create...
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Data Mining: Concepts, Models, Methods, and Algorithms, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Now updated—the systematic introductory guide to modern analysis of large data sets
	
		As data sets continue to grow in size and complexity, there has been an inevitable move towards indirect, automatic, and intelligent data analysis in which the analyst works via more complex and sophisticated software tools. This book...
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Applied Deep Learning with Python: Use scikit-learn, TensorFlow, and Keras to create intelligent systems and machine learning solutionsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide to deep learning that's filled with intuitive explanations and engaging practical examples

	
		Key Features

		
			Designed to iteratively develop the skills of Python users who don't have a data science background
	
			Covers the key foundational concepts...
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Schaum's Outline of Mathematical Handbook of Formulas and Tables, 3ed (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008

	Schaum's has Satisfied Students for 50 Years.


	Now Schaum's Biggest Sellers are in New Editions!


	For half a century, more than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them study faster, learn better, and get top grades. Now Schaum's celebrates its 50th birthday with a brand-new...
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Optimization Based Data Mining: Theory and Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2011

	The purpose of this book is to provide up-to-date progress both in Multiple Criteria
	Programming (MCP) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) that have become powerful
	tools in the field of data mining. Most of the content in this book are directly
	from the research and application activities that our research group has conducted
	over the...
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Moodle 2.0 Multimedia CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle 2.0 Multimedia Cookbook provides a plethora of recipes showing you how to manage,
	link, and embed different multimedia resources into your Moodle course. An ideal choice
	if you don't have the time to read a long tutorial and want quick ways to enhance your
	Moodle course.


	Go beyond your normal use of Moodle and make...
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Getting Started with CreateJSPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop astounding animated web applications using CreateJS


	Overview

	
		Enables you to design top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on JavaScript
	
		Illustrates the use of EaselJS API to customize and enhance performance of complex applications
	...
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Data Mining and Statistics for Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Data mining is the process of automatically searching large volumes of data for models and patterns using computational techniques from statistics, machine learning and information theory; it is the ideal tool for such an extraction of knowledge. Data mining is usually associated with a business or an organization's need to identify...
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